Transcriptional Functionality of Germ Line p53 Mutants Influences Cancer Phenotype
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Abstract

Purpose: The TP53 tumor suppressor gene encodes a sequence-specific transcription factor that is able to transactivate several sets of genes, the promoters of which include appropriate response elements. Although human cancers frequently contain mutated p53, the alleles as well as the clinical expression are often heterogeneous. Germ line mutations of TP53 result in cancer proneness syndromes known as Li-Fraumeni, Li-Fraumeni-like, and nonsyndromic predisposition with or without family history. p53 mutants can be classified as partial deficiency alleles or severe deficiency alleles depending on their ability to transactivate a set of human target sequences, as measured using a standardized yeast-based assay (see http://www.umd.be:2072/index.html). We have investigated the extent to which the functional features of p53 mutant alleles determine clinical features in patients who have inherited these alleles and have developed cancer.

Experimental Design: We retrieved clinical data from the IARC database (see http://www.p53.iarc.fr/Germline.html) for all cancer patients with germ line p53 mutations and applied stringent statistical evaluations to compare the functional classification of p53 alleles with clinical phenotypes.

Results: Our analyses reveal that partial deficiency alleles are associated with a milder family history (P = 0.007), a lower numbers of tumors (P = 0.007), and a delayed disease onset (median, 31 versus 15 years; P = 0.007) which could be related to distinct tumor spectra.

Conclusions: These findings establish for the first time significant correlations between the residual transactivation function of individual TP53 alleles and clinical variables in patients with inherited p53 mutations who develop cancer.

The TP53 tumor suppressor gene (chromosome 17p13; OMIM no. 191170) encodes a protein involved in many pathways that control cellular responses to various stress signals (1–3). The p53 protein is a sequence-specific transcription factor constitutively expressed in most cell types and is activated by genotoxic stress, mainly at a posttranslational level, to transactivate effector genes from target response elements (REs). The disruption of the p53 pathway is found in almost all tumor types, predominantly through mutation of the TP53 gene itself. In contrast with other tumor suppressor genes, TP53 mutations are usually of the missense type in one allele, generally but not necessarily followed by loss of the second allele during tumor progression. About 50% of all tumor types harbor p53 mutations (4, 5). The high number of somatic missense mutations found in the DNA-binding domain in tumors, and the high number of different single amino acid changes which they produce (~1,300), suggests that p53 function is extremely sensitive to perturbation and that there is selection for cells expressing a mutant protein by virtue of its specific functionality. The latter possibility could reflect either a dominant-negative effect produced by an abnormal p53 allele due to the fact that p53 is a tetramer (1), or a gain of novel functional properties (6, 7). Many cancer-associated p53 mutations do not result in complete loss of function. Instead, there is considerable heterogeneity, as individual mutant proteins may have lost some wild-type functions while still retaining (or acquiring) others (6–17).

Germ line p53 mutations have provided formal proof that p53 has a major role in the development of cancer. Based on the clinical expression of p53 mutations in heterozygotes, the following cancer proneness syndromes (in order of decreasing severity) have been identified: Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS),...
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Li-Fraumeni–like syndrome (LFL), and nonsyndromic predispositions with or without family history (FH and noFH, respectively; refs. 18, 19). The spectrum of p53 germ line mutations is wide, with 92 different missense alleles described in the IARC database (5). Based on their ability to transactivate a set of human target sequences, these missense p53 mutants can be classified as partial deficiency (PD) alleles or severe deficiency (SD) alleles (see details in Materials and Methods and in Results). In addition, 52 p53 mutants could be classified as obligate SD (O-SD) alleles by virtue of nonsense mutations, frame shifts, or other mutations that give rise to a truncated protein.

Several studies have indicated that specific mutations in p53 may affect the type of tumor and the age of onset, and that these effects may correlate with structure-based groupings of p53 mutations (19–21). On the other hand, the effect of the functional heterogeneity of p53 mutations on the severity of associated diseases has not been assessed. In contrast with other inherited cancer syndromes, which are predominantly characterized by site-specific cancers, LFS presents with a variety of diseases that has not been assessed. In contrast with other inherited cancer syndromes, which are predominantly characterized by site-specific cancers, LFS presents with a variety of tumor types (19). The seven most frequent tumor types (described below) account for ~72% of the reported cases.

We have investigated the extent to which a systematic functional classification of all germ line p53 alleles can predict clinical features in patients with inherited p53 mutations who develop cancer. Clinical data were retrieved from the IARC database (5). Our results, based on stringent statistical analyses, show a significant correlation between the residual transactivation function of individual p53 alleles and the development of cancer.

**Materials and Methods**

**Data set of p53 transactivation capacities.** We retrieved functional data from the literature. The data set contains a summary of transactivation capabilities towards eight different p53 REs (p21/WAF1, MDM2, BAX, 14-3-3-κ, p53AP1, GADD45, NOXA, and p53R2) that are upstream of a common reporter. The EGFP or DsRed reporter genes provided quantitative analyses of the transactivation capability for each mutant. We were given access to an early version of the database, in which transactivation activity towards each RE was divided into four classes: class I >75%; class II ≥50% and <75%; class III ≥25% and <50%; class IV <25% (see Acknowledgement). According to these results, we have classified a mutant as SD if there was <25% of wild-type activity on every RE. The PD alleles were defined as those that showed ≥25% of wild-type activity toward at least one RE. A summary functional score for each of the 92 alleles on eight REs (or for just the three apoptotic REs) is provided in Supplementary Table S1A (SD alleles) and B (PD alleles). For some analyses, PD alleles were further divided based on the number of REs towards which they showed ≥25% of wild-type transactivation activity (Supplementary Table S2A-C).

**Clinical definitions.** Classic LFS is defined as a proband with a sarcoma before the age of 45 years and a first-degree relative with any cancer before the age of 45 years plus an additional first- or second-degree relative in the same lineage with any cancer before the age of 60 years. Twenty to 40% of LFL families harbor mutations in the TP53 gene (22, 23). FH refers to family history of cancer that does not fulfill LFS or any of the LFL definitions, and noFH refers to no family history of cancer.

**IARC database.** This relational database contains information on families with LFS/LFL syndromes and those that do not fulfill the clinical definitions of LFS/LFL (i.e., FH and noFH), although they carry a germ line mutation in the TP53 gene. Data are available on family members with cancer that are either TP53 mutation carriers or that have not been examined for their p53 allele status, as well as on family structure, tumor samples, details on the germ line mutation, mutation detection method, and the publication in which the family is described. Details of annotations can be found at the IARC web site. Clinical data were downloaded from the database without additional curating, with the exceptions noted in Supplementary Table S1A and B.

**Statistical tests.** Statistical comparisons were done with nonparametric tests (Fisher exact test) and with the within-cluster resampling approach (24). The P values are given in the text.

In the analysis of the data from the IARC database, it is necessary to take into account two key features of the data. The first is the lack of statistical independence among tumors (because individuals may have multiple tumors) and among individuals (because families may have multiple individuals). Because observations accrue to the database by voluntary submission, not by some defined probability-based sampling plan, subtle and unknown biases may be introduced that cannot be fully accounted for in any statistical analysis. One potential source of bias that we wanted to be especially cautious about, however, was the possibility that the number of affected members in a family or the number of distinct cancers affecting an individual (which could influence the chance that a family or individual might enter the database) might be associated with one of the clinical outcomes of interest such as tumor type or age at diagnosis. In the statistical literature, this potential source of bias is called “informative cluster size” (here, a family is a cluster).

We regarded families as statistically independent. For testing hypotheses about characteristics of families (e.g., clinical class, proportion of families in which at least one individual had multiple tumors), we used Fisher exact test which is appropriate when families are independent. To avoid dependence among tumors, we analyzed each individual’s first tumor only. For testing hypotheses about the characteristics of individuals (e.g., age at diagnosis and tissue site of first tumor), we used the within-cluster resampling approach (24), which uses data from every individual but gives equal weight to each family. This approach appropriately adjusts for within-family correlations and, in addition, protects against biases that might accrue from informative cluster size. The basic idea is to sample one individual from each family at random and compute the desired estimate (proportion, mean, etc.). The process is repeated many times allowing different individuals in the families represented by multiple individuals to all enter the analysis but in different repeated samples; individuals from families represented by only one individual enter in every repeated sample. The final estimate is the mean of the estimates from each repeated sample. The variance of this estimate is computed as previously described (24). This method can be adapted for estimation and testing with continuous variables like age or with categorical variables like tumor site. Test statistics were computed from within-cluster resampling estimates of differences in outcome (proportion, mean, etc.) between functional classes divided by the corresponding estimated standard error, and compared with the normal distribution for assessing P values.

**Results**

The functionality of p53 mutants has been extensively investigated using transactivation assays based in yeast, in which p53 REs were placed upstream of reporter genes (12, 13,
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Consistent with these findings, we observed that the incidence of individuals and their families that developed multiple tumors was lower with PD alleles than with SD alleles (Table 1C; Fig. 1). The difference was even more striking when the analysis was limited only to confirmed heterozygotes (designated as “carriers” in the IARC database; Supplementary Table S3; \( P = 0.002 \)). Similar differences were also observed with the subgroups of PD alleles stratified according to the functional score (Supplementary Table S2C).

One of the features that most dramatically illustrates the cancer risk of subjects who have inherited a TP53 mutation is the early age at which cancer appears, and this feature is also reflected in mouse models of LFS (20, 21). In our analysis (Table 2; Fig. 2) we found a marked difference between patients carrying PD and SD alleles in terms of the age at which their first cancer was diagnosed (median, 31 versus 15 years; \( P = 0.0007 \)). This result was confirmed with the various subgroups of PD alleles compared with the SD group (data not shown). Patients with O-SD alleles are intermediate between these two groups. If we further focus the analysis on p53 function as it affects proapoptotic genes, a similar pattern is found (Table 2).

A higher incidence of breast cancer (\( P = 0.05 \), within-cluster resampling; ref. 24) and lower incidence of connective tissue tumors (\( P = 0.0006 \), within-cluster resampling; ref. 24) and bone tumors (\( P = 0.07 \), within-cluster resampling; ref. 24) were observed with PD alleles (Fig. 3). This change in the tumor spectrum could be related to the differences in the age at diagnosis.

Discussion

There are 92 different p53 missense germ line alleles in the IARC database. These mutations are associated with clinically distinct syndromic and nonsyndromic cancer proneness. No clear-cut association between pattern of mutations and clinical manifestations have been established thus far. In fact, mutations in different protein domains can result in the same clinically defined grouping: whereas in different families, the same mutation can give different clinical outcomes (see Supplementary Table S1A and B). For example, the Arg175His allele is present in 14 families, of which 11 are LFS/LFL and 3 are FH/noFH. Similar results are seen with Arg248Trp (of 10 families, 9 are LFS/LFL). This may be explained by the fact that multiple genes and biological pathways as well as complex gene/environment interactions are involved in cancer development. Furthermore, within a particular pedigree, the time (or generations) after the appearance of a p53 germ line mutation could influence disease expression (29). Functional polymorphisms both in coding and in regulatory sequences of the p53 gene itself, of p53 target genes and of genes involved in modulating p53 activity (e.g., MDM2) could also modify p53-related responses (30–33).

In seeking possible correlations between p53 mutations affecting different structural domains and clinical features in LFS families, the IARC database curators (19) have shown that in individuals with a p53 mutation, brain tumors were associated with missense p53 mutations located in the DNA-binding loop that contact the minor groove of DNA (\( P = 0.01 \)), whereas adrenal gland carcinomas were associated with missense mutations located in the loops opposite to the protein-DNA contact surface (\( P = 0.003 \)).
### Table 1. Effect of different functional subsets of p53 mutant alleles on severity of cancer risk

#### (A) Alleles classified with respect to transactivation of all target genes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional class</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>O-SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of p53 alleles</td>
<td>40*</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical classes</th>
<th>Families</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>2 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noFH</td>
<td>8 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH</td>
<td>18 (31.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFL</td>
<td>17 (29.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFS</td>
<td>13 (22.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of families</td>
<td>58 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (B) Alleles classified with respect to transactivation of apoptotic genes only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional class</th>
<th>PD for apoptotic REs</th>
<th>SD for apoptotic REs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of p53 alleles</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical classes</th>
<th>Families</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not available**</td>
<td>2 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noFH**</td>
<td>7 (18.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH**</td>
<td>13 (35.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFL**</td>
<td>11 (29.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFS**</td>
<td>4 (10.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no.</td>
<td>37 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (C) Risk of multiple tumors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional class (no.)</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>O-SD</th>
<th>PDa</th>
<th>SDa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Families</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families in which at least one individual has multiple tumors</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals with multiple tumors *</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*OF the 43 PD alleles, three were excluded because they were associated with only five rare tumors (N210Y, S227T) or seemed to predispose only to pediatric adrenocortical carcinomas (R337H).

1 Numbers (and percentages) of families, individuals, and tumors carrying germ line PD, SD, and O-SD p53 alleles. Rounding off may prevent percentages from summing exactly to a value of 1. Clinical class is a characteristic of families in that the class definition may depend in part on the number of affected family members and every affected individual in a family is assigned the same clinical class. Consequently, families are the appropriate units for statistical analyses of how the distribution of the clinical classes may depend on mutation functional class. We report values only for analyses based on families, but display the distributions for individuals and for tumors for completeness. **Percentage of families in clinical classes NA, noFH, and LFL did not differ significantly among those carrying PD, SD, or O-SD alleles (all P ≥ 0.42).

1 A significantly higher percentage of FH families carried PD alleles than carried SD or O-SD alleles (P = 0.007 versus SD; P = 0.07 versus SD; Fisher’s exact test) but the percentage of FH families that carried SD and O-SD alleles did not differ significantly (P = 1.0).

1 A significantly lower percentage of LFS families carried PD alleles than carried SD or O-SD alleles (P = 0.009 versus SD; P = 0.03 versus O-SD; Fisher’s exact test) but the percentage of LFS families that carried SD and O-SD alleles do not differ significantly (P = 1.0).

1 Numbers (and percentage) of families, individuals, and tumors carrying germ line PD and SD p53 alleles. Rounding off may result in percentages not summing precisely to a value of 1. Clinical class is a characteristic of families in that the class definition may depend on the number of affected family members and every affected individual in a family is assigned the same clinical class. Consequently, families are the appropriate units for statistical analysis of how the distribution of the clinical classes may depend on mutation functional class. We report values only for analyses based on families, but display the distributions for individuals and for tumors for completeness. **Percentage of families in clinical classes NA, noFH, and LFL did not differ significantly among those carrying PD alleles for apoptotic REs (all P ≥ 0.61).**

1 A significantly higher percentage of FH families carried PD alleles for apoptotic REs than carried SD alleles for apoptotic REs (P = 0.008).

1 A significantly lower percentage of LFS families carried PD alleles for apoptotic REs than carried SD alleles for apoptotic REs (P = 0.0002).

1 PD or SD alleles for apoptotic REs.

1 Families in which at least one individual had multiple tumors more commonly carried SD than PD alleles (P = 0.007) and more commonly carried SD alleles for apoptotic REs than PD alleles for apoptotic REs (P = 0.05; Fisher’s exact test). Comparisons between O-SD and either PD (P = 0.36) or SD (P = 0.07) were not statistically significant.

1 Individuals with multiple tumors more commonly carried SD than PD or O-SD alleles (P = 0.002 and 0.0004, respectively; within-cluster resampling test; ref. 24). The comparisons between PD and O-SD alleles (P = 0.89) and between SD alleles for apoptotic REs and PD alleles for apoptotic REs (P = 0.12) were not statistically significant.
Our approach has been to consider the functional heterogeneity of p53 alleles, determined by standardized functional assays, as a means of addressing genotype-phenotype correlations in familial cancers. We used experimental functionality data available on all 92 reported missense germline p53 alleles (16, 28) and simply divided mutants into two categories (PD and SD) using criteria described in Materials and Methods. The PD and SD alleles were distributed, with different frequencies, in all structural regions of the DNA-binding domains (Supplementary Fig. S1). We found that p53 mutant functionality identifies groups of familial cancer patients with different clinical features and outcomes. Overall, the PD p53 alleles are preferentially associated with a milder family history of cancer ($P = 0.007$, Fisher exact test; Table 1A), a lower risk of developing multiple tumors (Table 1C; Fig. 1), a tendency towards delayed disease onset (Table 2; Fig. 2), and a higher relative risk for breast cancer ($P = 0.05$, within-cluster resampling; ref. 24; Fig. 3). Within the PD group, alleles with a nearly total loss of function behave almost like SD alleles, whereas alleles with higher residual functions were associated with a milder family history (Table 1B; Supplementary Table S2 Band C).

Two mouse models of LFS have been recently reported (20, 21). One group (21) engineered p53 R172H/+ and p53 R270H/+...
mice (corresponding to the SD human hotspots R175H and R273H, respectively). Interestingly, these two groups of animals developed allele-specific tumor spectra which were different from that seen in heterozygous p53+/- mice. Allele-specific effects were also observed in experiments with derived primary cells. These differences cannot be attributed merely to the loss of transactivation (21). In contrast, in a different strain of mice, there was no difference in the tumor spectrum between p53R172H/R172H and p53-/- mice (20), indicating that the phenotype is highly dependent on the overall genetic background. The same must be true in humans because families with identical germ line mutations can present different clinical syndromes (e.g., LFS, LFL, FH, and noFH).

The importance of p53 mutant functionality in determining clinical features can be inferred when the results with the p53R172P/R172P knock-in mice are considered (34). In contrast with R172H, the R172P mutant is a PD allele. Using the survival of p53-/- mice as a reference, p53R172P/R172P mice showed a much higher survival due to reduced tumor burden [see Fig. 4A in ref. 24] than p53R172H/R172H [see Fig. 2A in ref. 20]. Thus, the combined results obtained using the “knock-in” mice models are clearly supportive of our observations on different factors, including the intrinsic functional heterogeneity of p53 mutants, modulating clinical outcomes in p53 germ line carriers.

The comparison between the clinical features of individuals and families having SD and O-SD p53 alleles may also help to clarify whether p53 mutants merely act as tumor suppressor genes. Our analyses revealed that SD and O-SD alleles were similarly distributed in the different clinical classes (P = 1; Table 1A). However, individuals (and families) with O-SD alleles tend to show a lower incidence of multiple tumors (for individuals, P = 0.0004; for families, P = 0.07; Table 1C) and a trend for a delayed disease onset (median, 25 versus 15 years; P = 0.07; Table 2; Fig. 2) with respect to those with SD alleles. These observations could be explained simply by the level of residual functional p53 tetramers (haploinsufficiency); however, they do not exclude the possibility that at least some p53 alleles may behave as oncogenes (7).

Compared with other inherited disorders, those associated with p53 mutations have an added level of complexity because somatic mutations must occur for the disease phenotype to develop. This work shows that, despite this complexity, genotype-phenotype correlations can be pinpointed, particularly if the functional features of mutant alleles are appropriately analyzed. Indeed, the functional characteristics of p53 germinal mutations seem to be a predictor of disease expression in terms of age of onset and number of tumors. These findings have clinical implications because it is clear that regardless of their initial syndromic classification, subjects with SD alleles are at greater risk, suggesting a more cautious approach to clinical management.
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